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APPLICATION DETAILS FOR DECORATIVE STAIN
Decorative Stain is excellent for fast application and modeled color effects.
Available in 9 Standard Colors
Standard Colors: Sandy Beige, Desert Trail, Diego Buff, Roasted Pecan, Dark Walnut,
Terra-Cotta Clay, Rustic Red, Slate Gray, and Antique Gray.
DIRECTIONS: Stain Base is sold separately from the color. Add the Stain Color Concentrate of your choice
into the Decorative Base. Add the small size of Concentrate (6 oz.) into the one gallon size of Base. Add the
large size of Concentrate (30 oz.) into the five gallon size of Base. Shake. DO NOT ADD WATER. Put into
sprayer of your choice. Make sure the Preferred Deck Texture Coat was applied at least 24 hours previously so
all of the moisture cures out (48 hours may be necessary on indoor applications and damp conditions will
require longer cure times.)
Spray an even layer of Decorative Stain to dry surface. Use two or three coats to achieve desired effect. Allow
each coat to dry completely before applying the next. For a lighter version of any particular color, mist the deck
first with water. For a marbled (modeled) effect, use a light color first and let dry. Then spray a darker color
while misting with water to assist modeling. Use several colors in this manner if desired, letting each color dry
completely.
Once desired effect is achieved, let dry completely. Roll on or spray two coats of High Gloss Sealer, Southwest
Seal, Clear Coat Sealer, or Solvent Polyurethane Sealer. Let the first coat dry completely before applying the
second. Use Non-Skid Grip in the last coat if desired.
Follow instructions on the Decorative Stain labels and review the MSDS Sheets for the Stain Base and the Stain
Color Concentrate. If you have questions regarding this product, contact Preferred Deck at 888.440.3320.

